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The phase diagrams of Si-HfO2 and Pt-HfO2 interfaces as a function of temperature and oxygen pressure
have been determined using first principles thermodynamics �FPTs�, i.e., by combining conventional density-
functional theory results with thermodynamics. The vibrational and configurational entropic contributions to
the free energies of the condensed phases are explicitly included in this treatment. We demonstrate that the
predictions of the FPT approach are in quantitative agreement with experiments for the classes of interfaces
considered here. In particular, under ultrahigh vacuum �UHV� conditions, we show that FPT methods predict
the correct Si-HfO2 silicalike interface configurations. Likewise, we also show that an interfacial oxygen
coverage of 0.5–1.0 monolayer is favored under UHV conditions at the Pt-HfO2 interface before rapid oxida-
tion of Pt may be expected �for higher oxygen pressures�. These results have important implications both for
the applicability of FPT methods for the considered classes of interfaces as well as for “high-K” dielectrics-
based electronic devices in which such interfaces are expected.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The determination of the surface and interface phase dia-
grams when systems are in equilibrium with appropriate gas
phase molecules using first principles thermodynamics
�FPTs� constitutes a reasonably mature computational meth-
odology in materials research. FPT has been successfully
used to study a diversity of systems, situations and
applications,1–4 most notably phenomena encountered in
catalysis.1,2 These calculations typically involve zero-
temperature density-functional theory �DFT� determinations
of the energies �i.e., the internal energy or enthalpy�, a sta-
tistical mechanical treatment of the free energy of the gas
phase within the ideal gas approximation, and occasionally,
normal-mode analyses �to capture the vibrational entropic
contribution to the free energy of the condensed phases�.
This framework has thus enabled a “bridging” of the zero-
temperature results of traditional DFT calculations to practi-
cal situations involving nonzero temperatures and pressures.

The present work attempts to use the FPT methodology to
study two types of interfaces found in an emerging techno-
logically important structure, namely, metal-oxide-Si field-
effect transistors �MOSFETs� based on high dielectric con-
stant �or “high-K”� oxides.5,6 Driven by requirements for
device miniaturization, the semiconductor industry is poised
to replace the pervasive SiO2 dielectric with an HfO2-based
high-K oxide in MOSFETs. This alteration also requires the
replacement of the erstwhile poly-Si based gate electrode by
one that is based on metals with appropriate work functions.
This emerging “gate stack” structure will thus have two new
interfaces �relative to the SiO2-based MOSFETs�, namely,
the Si-HfO2 and HfO2-metal interfaces, each of which brings
along a different set of challenges.

While it appears that the formation of an SiOx phase at the
Si-HfO2 interface is inevitable under normal processing con-
ditions, controlling and maintaining the thickness of this in-
terfacial layer is critical.7,8 Large SiOx thicknesses will lead
to a reduction in the overall dielectric constant of the dielec-

tric layer �thereby negating the benefits of using a high-K
dielectric�; on the other hand, the elimination of the SiOx
layer may result in the formation of Hf-Si bonds, and hence,
silicides which are metallic.5 In fact, reversible formation of
SiOx and silicides at the Si-HfO2 interface by annealing in
oxygen-rich and oxygen-deficient environments, respec-
tively, have been observed previously.9,10 First principles
studies on HfO2-based gate stacks have provided some in-
sights into these interface phenomena. A series of
calculations11–15 on Si-HfO2 interfaces have indicated that
point defects, such as O vacancies and interstitials, prefer to
segregate to the interfaces, regardless of the phase of HfO2.
The driving force for such segregations is provided by the
lower formation and migration barrier energies in the vicinity
of the interfaces than in bulk HfO2. Since such zero-
temperature DFT calculations do not make particular refer-
ence to the temperature and pressure-dependent chemical po-
tentials of the oxygen ambient, the results of these
computations cannot be directly related to processing condi-
tions, e.g., annealing.

The metal-HfO2 interface presents a separate set of issues
although these too are related to the interface morphology
and defect chemistry. While one desires to utilize metal elec-
trodes with appropriate work functions such that the metal
Fermi level lines up with either the valence- or conduction-
band edge of the underlying Si substrate, the interfacial
chemistries �in terms of charge transfer, bond formation, de-
fect accumulation, dipole creation, etc.� lead to shifts in the
work function value from its true vacuum value.16–21

Thus, in both cases of Si-HfO2 and metal-HfO2 interfaces,
it would be valuable to understand the relationship between
ambient conditions �e.g., temperature and oxygen pressure�
and interface morphologies. Furthermore, it would be impor-
tant to assess the level of accuracy that may be expected
when one uses FPT to arrive at such relationships, especially
when one is forced to make inevitable approximations of the
atomic-level structure in such computational treatments.
Here, for definiteness, we choose Pt as the metal electrode,
and present phase diagrams for Si-HfO2 and Pt-HfO2 inter-
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faces as a function of temperature and oxygen pressure. Our
results are consistent with available experimental data and
are indicative of the predictive nature of such first principles
structure-process�-property� relationship studies.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss
the methods adopted to calculate the phase diagrams, includ-
ing the details of DFT calculations, the interface models, and
the FPT methodology. In Sec. III, we present our zero-
temperature DFT results and interface phase diagrams ob-
tained using FPT. Through explicit inclusion of the vibra-
tional and configurational entropic contributions in the free
energies of the condensed phases, we provide an estimate of
errors introduced due to the neglect of these terms. We also
comment on the impact of the spurious strains inherent in
supercell treatments of heterostructures. Section IV summa-
ries our conclusions. The Appendix contrasts different ap-
proaches for calculating the oxygen chemical potential
adopted widely in prior FPT studies.

II. METHODS

A. DFT calculations and models

Our DFT calculations were performed using the VASP

code22 with the PW91 generalized gradient approximation23

and a cut-off energy of 400 eV for the plane-wave expansion
of the wave functions. Vanderbilt ultrasoft pseudopotentials24

and projector-augmented wave approach25 are applied to
Si-HfO2 and Pt-HfO2 interface calculations, respectively,
with HfO2 in the monoclinic phase. Amorphous HfO2
�a-HfO2� is not considered in this work considering the dif-
ficulty to unambiguously define the O coverage at the inter-
face between a-HfO2 and Si or Pt. We note that such diffi-
culties arise in the definition of point defects even in bulk
a-HfO2.26 Monkhorst-Pack k-point meshes of 5�5�5,
5�5�5, and 11�11�11, respectively, were used in the
case of bulk m-HfO2, Si, and Pt. In the case of heterostruc-
tures discussed below, the mesh indices were decreased in
proportion to the unit-cell dimensions. As shown in Table I,
the calculated equilibrium lattice parameters of the bulk sys-
tems are in good agreement with experimental values.

Our interface models were constructed in a supercell that
consists of an X-HfO2 �X=Si or Pt� heterostructure and a
vacuum of about 10 Å �Fig. 1�. All atoms were allowed to
relax to their equilibrium positions until every component of
each atomic force was smaller than 0.04 eV /Å. Dipole cor-
rections were used to handle the asymmetric nature of the
heterostructures considered. The interface morphologies
were modeled by varying the concentration of O at the
X-HfO2 interface. The corresponding interface configurations
are represented by X :�O:HfO2, where �O stands for the frac-
tional monolayer �ML� interfacial O coverage. In keeping
with the stoichiometry of HfO2, an ML is defined as two
times the number of Hf atoms in a layer.

The Si-HfO2 interface model was constructed by coher-
ently placing a stretched �001� �1�1� m-HfO2 slab on a
�001� �1�1� Si slab �Fig. 1�a��, as has been done before.12,13

This is expected to represent the situation in which Si is the
substrate �and hence displays its optimal lattice parameter�
while HfO2 conforms to match Si. Such a constraint causes
6% and 5% strains in the HfO2 slab along the a and b direc-
tions. The Si side of the heterostructure is composed of two-
atom Si layers, and the HfO2 side consists of alternating

TABLE I. Calculated lattice parameters �Å� for m-HfO2, Si, and
Pt. The results based on Vanderbilt ultrasoft pseudopotentials and
projector-augmented wave approach are labeled by “us” and “paw,”
respectively. The corresponding experimental values are indicated
in parentheses.

m-HfO2 Si Pt

a 5.14us, 5.09paw �5.12a� 5.46us �5.43b� 3.98paw �3.92c�
b 5.19us, 5.14paw �5.17a�
c 5.30us, 5.27paw �5.29a�
aReference 27.
bReference 28.
cReference 29.

Abrupt interface
(�O=1)

Abrupt interface
(�O=1)

+ +

Silica interfaceSilica interface
(�O=2)

Oxidized interface
(�O=2)

Silicide interface
(�O=0)

Clean interface
(�O=0)(a) (b)

FIG. 1. �Color online� The representative
atomic structures of the X-HfO2 heterostructures
with X at the bottom: �a� Si-HfO2 interface and
�b� Pt-HfO2 interface. The Hf and O atoms of the
top HfO2 parts in both �a� and �b� are represented
by light blue �gray� and red �dark� spheres,
respectively.
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two-atom Hf layers and four-atom O bilayers �with each su-
blayer of the bilayer containing two O atoms�. The HfO2 free
surface was always passivated by termination with half of an
O bilayer. A well-passivated Si-HfO2 interface requires a
complete O bilayer, with one sublayer passivating HfO2 and
the other passivating Si.30 We refer to this situation as an
“abrupt” interface, and as per our definition of ML, �O=1 for
this case. �O=0 corresponds to an interface completely de-
pleted of O, and is thus composed of primarily Hf-Si bonds;
we refer to this as a “silicide” interface. �O�1 represents a
situation in which O atoms in excess of 1 ML prefer to
penetrate the Si side of the heterostructure, with the most
favorable sites being between the top two Si layers;12 we
refer to this as an “oxidized” interface. The interfacial O
coverage considered in this work ranges from 0 to 2 ML in
steps of 0.25 ML. Figure 1�a� shows three representative
interface structures, namely, the silicide ��O=0�, abrupt
��O=1�, and silica ��O=2� interfaces.

Following recent work by Gavrikov et al.,31 we con-
structed the Pt-HfO2 interface by matching a strained �111�
�2��3� Pt slab to a �001� �1�1� m-HfO2 slab �Fig. 1�b��,
which results in −9% and 5% strains in Pt along the a and b
directions of HfO2. Such a strained situation is appropriate as
Pt is deposited on a HfO2 film in practice and one expects Pt
to conform to HfO2. This heterostructure is composed of
four-atom Pt layers, two-atom Hf layers, and four-atom O
bilayers. Interfacial O coverage was treated in the same man-
ner as in the Si-HfO2 case, i.e., ranging from 0 to 2 ML in
steps of 0.25 ML. For �O=0, the interface is represented by
Pt-Hf bonding. For �O=1, one half of the interfacial O bi-
layer atoms �i.e., all of one O sublayer atoms� passivates the
interfacial Hf atoms and the other half bonds to interfacial Pt
atoms. For �O�1, the extra O atoms sit between the two Pt
layers next to the interface. As shown in Fig. 1�b�, the local
structure of Pt-O bonding at the Pt:2 :HfO2 interface �i.e.,
�O=2� mimics a distorted platinum oxide. To be specific, the
Pt:0 :HfO2, Pt:1 :HfO2, and Pt:2 :HfO2 interfaces are re-
ferred to as “clean,” abrupt, and oxidized interfaces, respec-
tively.

We now comment about our specific choices for the ori-
entation of HfO2, Si, and Pt subsystems, which were guided
by the requirement of least strain for a supercell size that
may be practically considered. Coherently placing the most
stable surfaces of Si and Pt �namely, �001� and �111�, respec-
tively� on �001� HfO2 resulted in strains of less than 9%, as
described above. However, matching the most stable surface

of HfO2, namely �1̄11�, on �001� Si or �111� Pt with a com-
putational executable supercell size involved significantly
larger strains. For example, if we stretch �111� �2�3� Pt to

match �1̄11� �1�1� HfO2, the strain would be 14% and 19%
along a and b axes of the interface plane. These consider-
ations have lead to the current choices of orientations.

In order to assess the impact of the existing strain in our
chosen orientations on the final results, a limited number of
“counterstrain” calculations �for �O=0, 0.5, and 1� were also
performed. In these calculations, Si was strained to match
HfO2 in the Si-HfO2 heterostructure case and HfO2 was
strained to match Pt in the Pt-HfO2 heterostructure case.
These results are discussed in Sec. III.

B. Thermodynamics

We now describe the approach used to create the interface
phase diagrams based on FPT. The most stable interface is
the one with minimum interface free energy ���O

�, which can
be defined as

��O
= �G�O

− nHf�Hf − nO�O − nX�X�/A − �HfO2
− �X, �1�

where G�O
is the Gibbs free energy for the X :�O:HfO2 het-

erostructure, A is the interface area, and nHf, nO, and nX are,
respectively, the number of Hf, O, and X atoms in the het-
erostructure. �Hf and �O are the chemical potentials of Hf
and O in bulk m-HfO2 and �X is the chemical potential of X
in its stable elemental form, which is the diamond cubic
structure for Si and the face-centered-cubic structure for Pt.
�HfO2

and �X are the surface energies of the two free sur-
faces. Note that the surface-energy terms are insensitive to
the interface structures and will drop out when relative inter-
face energies are considered �as done below�.

Moreover, the chemical potentials in the above equation
satisfy the following relationships:

�Hf + 2�O = GHfO2
,

�X = GX, �2�

where GHfO2
and GX are the Gibbs free energies for bulk

m-HfO2 and bulk X, respectively. Substituting Eq. �2� into
Eq. �1� results in

��O
= �G�O

− nHfGHfO2
− �nO − 2nHf��O − nXGX�/A

− �HfO2
− �X. �3�

When �O=0.5, the whole system is stoichiometric �nHf:nO
=1:2� and the interface energy is

�0.5 = �G0.5 − nHfGHfO2
− nXGX�/A − �HfO2

− �X. �4�

By using �0.5 as a reference and replacing nO−2nHf by
4� ��O−0.5� �4 accounts for the fact that 1 ML of O con-
tains four atoms in the interfaces considered here�, we can
further define the relative interface energy as

���O
= ��O

− �0.5 = �G�O
− G0.5 − 4��O − 0.5��O�/A . �5�

This relative interface energy determines the stability of vari-
ous interface structures and in turn the interface phase dia-
gram.

In Eq. �5�, the Gibbs free energy terms can be written as

G�O
= E�O

DFT + �H�O
�T,P� + F�O

v + F�O

c + PV , �6�

where E�O

DFT denotes the DFT energy of the corresponding
heterostructure, �H�O

�T , P� is the enthalpy increase with
temperature T and pressure P, and V is the volume. F�O

v and
F�O

c are the vibrational and configurational energies, respec-
tively. Substituting Eq. �6� into Eq. �5� and assuming
�H�O

�T , P� and PV for X :�O:HfO2 and X :0.5:HfO2 are
roughly equivalent �and hence can be canceled�, we obtain
the relative interface energy as
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���O
= �E�O

DFT − E0.5
DFT + F�O

v − F0.5
v + F�O

c − F0.5
c

− 4��O − 0.5��O�/A . �7�

The X :�O:HfO2 heterostructure reaches its equilibrium state
at a certain temperature and oxygen pressure by exchanging
O atoms with the surrounding atmosphere. Hence, �O in Eq.
�7� could be replaced with one half of the chemical potential
of an oxygen molecule, �O2

, which is a function of tempera-
ture �T� and oxygen pressure �PO2

�,

�O2
�T,PO2

� = EO2

DFT + ��O2
�T,PO2

� , �8�

where EO2

DFT is the DFT energy of an isolated O2 molecule
and ��O2

�T , PO2
� contains the zero-point vibrational energy

�EO2

ZPE� and the T and P dependence of chemical potential
�see the Appendix�. Hence, Eq. �7� could be written as

���O
= �E�O

DFT − E0.5
DFT + F�O

v − F0.5
v + F�O

c − F0.5
c − �2�O − 1�

��EO2

DFT + ��O2
�T,PO2

���/A

= ��E�O

DFT + �F�O

v + �F�O

c − �2�O − 1���O2
�T,PO2

��/A ,

�9�

where �E�O

DFT stands for the DFT energy difference between
X :�O:HfO2 and X :0.5:HfO2+ �2�O−1�O2, i.e., �E�O

DFT

=E�O

DFT−E0.5
DFT− �2�O−1�EO2

DFT and may be obtained from nor-
mal DFT calculations. Also, �F�O

v =F�O

v −F0.5
v and �F�O

c

=F�O

c −F0.5
c . Details on how �F�O

v and �F�O

c are estimated in
the present work are provided in Sec. III C. Prior FPT works
on the surface phase stabilities illustrate that �F�O

v and �F�O

c

will not qualitatively affect the phase diagram although
phase transition regions may be smoothed in the presence of
these two terms.32,33 Thus, in many treatments, �F�O

v and
�F�O

c are dropped out in the computation of surface phase
diagram. In such cases, ���O

is purely a function of �E�O

DFT

and ��O2
�T , PO2

� �referred to here as ���O

DFT�,

���O

DFT = ��E�O

DFT − �2�O − 1���O2
�T,PO2

��/A . �10�

Equation �9� or �10� forms the basis for the construction of
interface phase diagrams, from which one can compute the
interface energy for various interface structures for given
�T , PO2

� combinations. The interface phase diagram is then
obtained by identifying the most stable �i.e., minimum en-
ergy� interface as a function of T and PO2

. In the present
work, we use both Eqs. �9� and �10� to compute the phase
diagrams to directly understand the impact of including �F�O

v

and �F�O

c .

III. RESULTS

A. DFT energies of X-HfO2 heterostructures

The calculated �E�O

DFT for �O between 0 and 2 is shown in
Fig. 2. Open symbols represent the situation when the sub-
strate �Si in Si-HfO2 interfaces and HfO2 in Pt-HfO2 inter-
faces� is at equilibrium but the overlayer is strained to con-

form to the substrate. The corresponding results for a few
counterstrained situations studied �i.e., when the substrate is
strained to match the overlayer lattice parameters� are shown
using solid symbols. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that the two
different strain conditions display almost identical �E�O

DFT for
the few cases considered. It can thus be safely concluded that
although a certain amount of strain is introduced to maintain
the interface coherency, �E�O

DFT �and, consequently, ���O

DFT

and the phase diagrams� is largely unaffected due to the pres-
ence of strain.

To further explore interfacial configurations intermediate
to the ones explicitly considered here, the DFT results were
fitted using polynomial functions. As Fig. 2 shows, �E�O

DFT

for the Si:�O:HfO2 heterostructure changes almost linearly
with the addition of O into the interface but with different
slopes for 0��O�1 and 1��O�2. For Pt:�O:HfO2 both
linear ��O�1� and nonlinear �0��O�1� behaviors were ob-
served. This linear or nonlinear dependence of �E�O

DFT on �O

determines the smoothness of the transition from 1 ML to
another, as will be discussed below.

B. Interface phase diagrams not including vibrational
and configurational energies

We consider the interfaces first with the assumption that
the contribution to the interface energy due to �F�O

v and
�F�O

c may be ignored. This situation is described by Eq. �10�.
The advantage with considering this equation is that all T
and PO2

dependence of ���O

DFT is contained solely within
��O2

. Thus, as shown in Fig. 3, a plot of ���O

DFT versus ��O2

yields straight lines, with the slope and intercept depending,
respectively, on the interfacial O content and the value of
�E�O

DFT. The lower boundary of ��O2
is confined to avoid the

segregation of Hf from bulk HfO2. Values of �O ranging
from 0 to 2 in steps of 0.05 ML were considered �facilitated
by the analytic fits obtained via Fig. 2�. Lines corresponding
to each value of �O are shown and the lowest energy inter-

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
-30

-20

-10

0

10

/ Si:��O:HfO2

/ Pt:��O:HfO2

��
E ��

O

(e
V)

O rich

Interfacial O coverage (��O)

O deficient

D
FT

FIG. 2. �Color online� DFT energy difference between
X :�O:HfO2 and X :0.5:HfO2+ �2�O−1�O2, �E�O

DFT. Open and solid
squares stand for �E�O

DFT of Si-HfO2 with HfO2 under strain and Si
under strain, respectively. Open and solid circles are the corre-
sponding data for Pt-HfO2 with Pt under strain and HfO2 under
strain, respectively.
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face at each ��O2
value is identified along with the corre-

sponding �O value. The critical ��O2
value above which

formation of the bulk XO2 oxides is also indicated. At this
critical ��O2

, bulk X is in equilibrium with bulk XO2. Thus,
the critical ��O2

is given by EXO2
−EX, where EX and EXO2

are the DFT energies of X and XO2 in their stable forms,
namely, the hexagonal, monoclinic, face-centered-cubic, and
	-PtO2 structures, respectively, for bulk Hf, HfO2, Pt, and
PtO2.

As shown in Fig. 3�a�, the stable interface type in
Si:�O:HfO2 heterostructure changes abruptly from �O=0
to �O=1 at ��O2

�−9.6 eV and then to �O=1.75 at ��O2
�−6.2 eV. Nevertheless, when 2��O�1.75, the interface
changes smoothly. Moreover, bulk SiO2 is favored at smaller
��O2

values than interfacial silica. This is probably due to
the fact that the oxidation of interfacial silicon is accompa-
nied with strain and hence requires more energy. The
Pt:�O:HfO2 interface �shown in Fig. 3�b��, however,
changes more smoothly for �O
1, and then abruptly
changes from �O�1 to �O=2 at ��O2

�−0.3 eV. Similar to
the Si-HfO2 case �and presumably for the same reason�, the
critical ��O2

for an oxidized Pt-HfO2 interface is larger than
the value �−1.45 eV� to form bulk PtO2. As alluded to ear-
lier, linearity of �E�O

DFT versus �O �cf. Fig. 2� correlates with
abrupt transitions between stable interface O coverages. We
note that while some aspects of the Pt:�O:HfO2 as a function
of ��O2

have been presented earlier,31 the present investiga-
tion constitutes a more detailed analysis of this interface �and
is in agreement with the prior work�.

Since ��O2
is a function of T and PO2

, the information
contained in Fig. 3 may be used to create �T , PO2

� phase
diagrams in which each ��O2

“turning point” of Fig. 3 be-
comes a curve in a T versus PO2

plot, demarcating bound-
aries between two different phases. Such phase diagrams are
presented in Figs. 4�a� and 5�a� for Si-HfO2 and Pt-HfO2
interfaces, respectively, under the assumption that �F�O

v and
�F�O

c may be ignored.
From Fig. 4�a�, we find that �not surprisingly� the interfa-

cial silica phase prefers high oxygen pressure and low tem-
perature while the silicide phase is stable at low oxygen pres-
sure and high temperature. It is however interesting to note
that interfacial silica can occur even at ultrahigh vacuum
�UHV� condition �PO2

�10−12 atm� in a wide temperature
range, which explains why the interfacial silica phase is
widely observed. The open and solid circles in Fig. 4�a�,
respectively, represent experimental conditions at which
SiO2 and SiO at Si-HfO2 interfaces are known to occur.9,10

The gray-filled circle stands for the critical point for interfa-
cial SiO2 to decompose to SiO.10 The �T , PO2

� boundaries
predicted in Fig. 4�a� for the decomposition of interfacial
silica is consistent with experiments.

Compared to Si-HfO2, the Pt-HfO2 interface displays a
smoother transition from one level of O coverage to another,
especially for �O�1 �Fig. 5�a��. Also, this interface can be
oxidized only at a very high oxygen pressure and low tem-
perature. In the UHV environment, the stable interfacial O
coverage between Pt and HfO2 is 0.5–1 ML. In view that
experimental data for the Pt-HfO2 interface morphologies is
sparse, we compared our phase diagram with experimental
data for Pt surface oxidation. In order to facilitate such a
comparison, we make the following observation. Since 0.5
ML O at the Pt-HfO2 interface passivates HfO2 and has little
interaction with Pt, the net interfacial O strongly bonded to
Pt is actually �O−0.5 ML. Within this context, the interfa-
cial Pt in Pt:0.5:HfO2 behaves like a clean Pt surface. The
open and solid squares in Fig. 5�a� stand for the �T , PO2

�
conditions at which 0.25 ML O-adsorbed �111� Pt and clean
�111� Pt surfaces are observed in experiment, respectively,
consistent with our �O−0.5 ML values of �0.25 and 0, re-
spectively, under those same conditions. Another interesting
finding of this work is that the oxidation of Pt at the interface
is similar to that of a free �111� Pt surface. The saturation
coverage of the chemically adsorbed O on �111� Pt surface is
0.25–0.3 ML, after which a layer of PtO2 forms immediately
on the surface.34 Here, we find that the corresponding �O
−0.5 ML value beyond which interfacial PtO2 is formed is
0.25–0.5.

C. Impact of other factors (e.g., the vibrational
and configurational energy contributions)

on interface phase diagrams

Despite the fact that electronic devices have entered the
nanoscale regime, direct simulation of the entire gate stack
with complete fidelity is still not practical. It has thus be-
come inevitable to make several simplifying assumptions to
make the calculations tractable. These include assumptions
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dealing with the atomic level models and those dealing with
the theory used. Included in the former class are constraints
imposed by periodicity and coherency �which result in arti-
ficial strains on the heterostructures�, and consideration of
only a crystalline environment. We have commented on these
factors earlier in this paper, and believe that the dominant
“chemical” effects are indeed captured by our treatment. In
particular, the impact of strain was directly addressed in Sec.
III A, where it was shown that the relative interface energy
�which determines the phase diagram� is insensitive to the
strain built into our calculations.

Next, we address theoretical aspects left unexplored in the
treatment above, e.g., the neglect of �F�O

v and �F�O

c �which
allowed us to simplify Eqs. �9� and �10��. To estimate �F�O

v ,
we determined the vibrational DOS, ��O

�w�, for an interface
with a certain O coverage and frequency w through harmonic
normal mode analysis by allowing only the interfacial O, Si,
Pt, or Hf atoms, as appropriate, to vibrate �i.e., all the O
atoms that define the interfacial coverage and the other atoms
closest to the interfacial plane�. The vibrational contribution
to the free energy �to be used in Eq. �9�� is then given by

F�O

v =	 ��w/2 + kT ln�1 − e−�w/kT����O
�w�dw . �11�

The vibration of atoms away from the interface for �O and
0.5 are expected to be roughly equivalent and are assumed to
cancel out in the computation of �F�O

v . This analysis was

performed for all the interfaces considered. However, for
clarity, we show �F�O

v /A for �O values of only 0 and 2 in
Fig. 6 as these two extreme coverages provide an idea of the
magnitude of the vibrational energy contribution. The
roughly flat region at low temperatures is due to zero-point
vibrations �first term of Eq. �11��. The temperature-
dependent �second� term of Eq. �11� contributes to a decrease
�increase� in �F�O

v with increasing temperature for �O values
larger �smaller� than 0.5, and in all cases going through zero
above 500 K. This has the implication that lower �higher�
values of the O coverages are favored at lower �higher� tem-
peratures, with the vibrational entropic contribution having
negligible impact in an intermediate temperature range when
�F�O

v goes through zero. Features that reflect these expecta-
tions indeed manifest in the phase diagrams of Figs. 4�b� and
5�b�, which have been created for the Si-HfO2 and Pt-HfO2
interfaces with the explicit inclusion of �F�O

v in the determi-
nation of the interface free energy �i.e., Eq. �9� with �F�O

c

=0�. It can be seen that the impact of including �F�O

v results
in rather minor changes to the features of the phase diagrams
�most notably, the enlargement of the �O�2 phase region at
high temperatures in the Si-HfO2 interface phase diagram,
and a shrinking of this region in the Pt-HfO2 interface phase
diagram at low temperatures�. While this analysis provides a
justification for the neglect of the vibrational contribution in
prior treatments, we note that systems involving lighter at-
oms, e.g., H, may require explicit inclusion of the vibrational
contribution to the free energy.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� The interface phase diagrams for the Si-HfO2 interface, determined using Eq. �10�, i.e., after neglecting the
vibrational and configurational entropic contributions of the condensed phases to the relative interface free energy. �b� Same as �a�, but with
the vibrational entropic contribution ��F�O

v � included. �c� Same as �a�, but with the configurational entropic contribution ��F�O

c � included. �d�
The interface phase diagrams determined using Eq. �9�; this is the same as �a�, but with both the vibrational and configurational entropic
contributions included. The solid curves indicate the interface phase boundaries and the dotted curves represent the onset of formation of
bulk SiO2. The open and solid circles stand for the condition to form SiO2 and SiO at the Si-HfO2 interfaces in experiments, respectively
�Refs. 9 and 10�. The gray-filled circle stands for the critical point for interfacial SiO2 to decompose to SiO �Ref. 10�.
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Finally, we estimate the impact of �F�O

c on the interface
phase diagram by assuming that the O atom sites for �O
� �0,1� are equivalent and O atom sites penetrating X layers
are energetically identical. We note that this assumption con-
stitutes an upper bound to the configurational entropy contri-
bution, and is justified by the lack of dependence of the
binding energy per O atom at the studied interfaces, as seen
here �note, for instance, the linear behavior of Fig. 2� and
elsewhere.13 Thus, using Stirling’s approximation, F�O

c may
be defined as follows. When 0��O�1, F�O

c =4kT
� ��O ln �O+ �1−�O�ln�1−�O��. When 1��O�2, F�O

c =4kT
� ���O−1�ln��O−1�+ �2−�O�ln�2−�O��. When �O=0, 1, and
2, F�O

c =0. Figure 6 also shows the �F�O

c contribution for
�O=0, 1, and 2. Unlike �F�O

v , �F�O

c displays a steady rise
with temperature. Moreover, as the variation in �F�O

c with �O

is much smoother, inclusion of this contribution is expected
to eliminate abrupt transitions between phases. Figures 4�c�
and 5�c� show the Si-HfO2 and Pt-HfO2 interface phase dia-
grams when �F�O

c is explicitly included �but �F�O

v is not
included� in the determination of the interface free energy
�i.e., Eq. �9� with �F�O

v =0�. As expected, the inclusion of the
configurational energy makes the transitions less abrupt and
makes some intermediate interfacial phases appear in the

phase diagram, e.g., the 0��O�1 and 1��O�1.75 re-
gions. We refer to 1��O�2 as a “SiOx” suboxide region
and note that the presence of this phase region in the phase
diagram brings our predictions for the formation and decom-
position of interfacial silica more in line with experimental
observations. In contrast to the Si-HfO2 case, the interface
phase diagrams with and without �F�O

c for Pt-HfO2 are very
similar to each other. The inclusion of �F�O

c causes only
slight shifts to the phase boundaries and no new phase re-
gions appear.

Figures 4�d� and 5�d� display the corresponding phase
diagrams when both the vibrational and configurational en-
ergies are included in the treatment �i.e., when Eq. �9� is
used�. Not surprisingly, simultaneous inclusion of these two
contributions also does not result in significant differences
with respect to the phase diagrams of Figs. 4�a� and 5�a�.
Nevertheless, these calculations provide an estimate of errors
that may be introduced due to the neglect of such contribu-
tions.

We note that our phase diagrams are in favorable agree-
ment with available experimental data. While such an agree-
ment with experiments may be viewed as fortuitous, this
may indicate that all the dominant contributions to the inter-
face free energy have been included in this treatment �even at
the level of Eq. �10��. The unaddressed issues of deficiencies
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FIG. 5. �Color online� �a� The interface phase diagrams for the Pt-HfO2 interface, determined using Eq. �10�, i.e., after neglecting the
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inherent to approximations within DFT are presumably un-
important in the class of systems studied here �or may have
participated in a fortuitous cancellation of errors�. We do
note that FPT studies may benefit from �the relatively inex-
pensive� explicit inclusion of configurational entropic contri-
butions to the free energy especially when a lack of such
inclusion results in abrupt transitions between phases.

IV. SUMMARY

The interface stabilities of Si-HfO2 and Pt-HfO2 as a
function of temperature and O2 pressure have been investi-
gated using first principles thermodynamics. Our results can
be summarized as follows

�1� at UHV conditions, Si-HfO2 would present a silicalike
interface. Under the same conditions, the stable O coverage
at Pt-HfO2 interface is 0.5–1 ML.

�2� The oxidation of the Pt-HfO2 interface is similar to
that of a free �111� Pt surface. In both cases, there exists a
saturation O coverage before rapid formation of surface/
interfacial PtO2 is favored.

�3� Neglecting vibrational ��F�O

v � and configurational
��F�O

c � contributions to the free energies of the condensed
phases, as widely done in FPT studies, does not result in
serious errors in the computed interface phase diagrams. In-
clusion of �F�O

v in the treatment causes minor changes to the
phase boundaries at high and low temperatures, and the in-
clusion of �F�O

c “smoothes” the transition between different
phases by making some intermediate interfacial phases ap-
pear in the case of the Si-HfO2 system.

�4� The computed interface phase diagrams for both the
Si-HfO2 and Pt-HfO2 interfaces are consistent with previous
experimental observations at various temperatures and pres-
sures. These results are thus indicative of the predictive na-

ture and usefulness of such first principles structure-
processing relationship studies for the high-K gate stack
classes of systems.
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APPENDIX

For the specific case of O2 gas, we summarize three
widely used approaches adopted to capture the temperature
�T� and pressure �PO2

� dependence of the chemical potential
of the gas phase species. The first two of these
approaches32,35 rely on the availability of empirical thermo-
dynamic data �e.g., JANAF �Ref. 36�� and the last one,
which uses statistical mechanics,32,37 may be regarded as a
purely ab initio approach.

1. Tabulated JANAF data

A useful definition for the chemical potential of O2,
�O2

�T , PO2
�, is38

�O2
�T,PO2

� = EO2

DFT + ��O2
�T,PO2

�

= EO2

DFT + EO2

ZPE + ��O2
� �T,P0� + kT ln�PO2

/P0� ,

�A1�

TABLE II. ��O2
� �T , P0� computed based on tabulated JANAF

data, constant Cp assumption and statistical thermodynamics. P0

stands for 1 atm.

T
�K�

��O2
� �T , P0�
�eV�

JANAF data Constant Cp Statistical thermo

300 −0.548 −0.546 −0.548

400 −0.765 −0.763 −0.766

500 −0.991 −0.987 −0.992

600 −1.222 −1.217 −1.224

700 −1.460 −1.453 −1.461

800 −1.702 −1.693 −1.704

900 −1.949 −1.936 −1.950

1000 −2.199 −2.183 −2.201

1100 −2.453 −2.433 −2.455

1200 −2.711 −2.686 −2.713

1300 −2.972 −2.942 −2.974

1400 −3.235 −3.199 −3.237

1500 −3.501 −3.459 −3.503
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FIG. 6. �Color online� The vibrational and configurational con-
tributions �i.e., �F�O

v /A and �F�O

c /A, respectively� to the relative
interface free energy, ���O

�defined in Eq. �9��, as a function of
temperature for the Si-HfO2 and Pt-HfO2 interfaces. Results per-
taining to �O values of 0 and 2 are shown for the vibrational con-
tribution, and those for 0, 1, and 2 for the configurational contribu-
tion. By definition, the �F�O

c /A values are identical for the three
coverages. The slight difference in the �F�O

c /A values for the
Si-HfO2 and Pt-HfO2 interfaces are due to the difference in the
interface area A for these two cases.
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where EO2

DFT and EO2

ZPE are the DFT energy and the zero-point
vibrational energy of an isolated O2 molecule at 0 K. The
second equality of the above equation defines ��O2

�T , PO2
�,

and ��O2
� �T , P0� is the difference in the chemical potentials

of O2 at �0 K, P0� and at �T , P0�, where P0 stands for the
reference pressure, taken generally to be 1 atm. ��O2

� �T , P0�
in Eq. �A1� can be expressed as

��O2
� �T,P0� = �H�T,P0� − TS�T,P0� , �A2�

where �H�T , P0� and S�T , P0� are the enthalpy and entropy
of O2 at T and P0 with respect to the values at 0 K. These
two values can be obtained from the JANAF thermochemical
tables. The computed ��O2

� �T , P0� based on this method for a
set of temperatures is listed in the second column in Table II.
The last term in Eq. �A1� accounts for pressure values dif-
ferent from P0.

2. Constant Cp assumption

Within this second approach, ��O2
� �T , P0� is computed by

assuming that the specific heat at constant pressure, Cp, is
3.5k for T�298 K. Furthermore, tabulated values of the
standard �T0=298 K, P0=1 atm� enthalpy H0=9.02
�10−2 eV and entropy S0=2.12�10−3 eV /K �Ref. 35� are
also used. In terms of Cp, H0, and S0, ��O2

� �T , P0� can be
written as

��O2
� �T,P0� = H0 + Cp�T − T0� − T�S0 + Cp ln�T/T0�� .

�A3�

From Eqs. �A1� and �A3�, one can determine �O2
�T , PO2

�. It
should be noted that the assumption underlying the specific
choice of the Cp value of 3.5k is that only translational and
rotational degrees of freedom of the O2 molecule are excited.
Since the characteristic T for the excitation of the vibrational
degrees of freedom is very high �
2230 K, see below�,
�O2

�T , PO2
� computed using this approach is expected to be

accurate up to such high temperatures. The third column of
Table II lists ��O2

� �T , P0� computed in this way.

3. Statistical thermodynamics

�O2
�T , PO2

� can also be calculated ab initio based on sta-
tistical thermodynamics and DFT determination of bond

lengths, vibrational frequencies, and total energies. Within
the framework of statistical mechanics, the chemical poten-
tial of O2 can be computed based on the following
equation:37

�O2
�T,PO2

� = G�T,PO2
�/N

= �− kT ln Z + V� ��kT ln Z�
�V


T
�/N , �A4�

where G�T , PO2
� is the Gibbs free energy of a system con-

taining N O2 molecules with V being the corresponding vol-
ume. Z stands for the partition function and equals

Z = �ztzrzvze�N/N!, �A5�

where zt, zr, zv, and ze are, respectively, the translational,
rotational, vibrational, and electronic partition functions for
one O2 molecule. Using standard expressions for the molecu-
lar partition functions for an ideal diatomic molecule gas,37

one obtains

��O2
� �T,P0� = kT ln

P0

�2mkT/h2�1.5kT
− kT ln

T

2�r

+ kT ln�1 − e−�v/T� − kT ln 3. �A6�

The four terms in the right represent the translational, rota-
tional, vibrational, and the electronic contributions, respec-
tively. h and m are the Planck’s constant and the mass of an
O2 molecule, respectively. �r and �v are the characteristic
rotational and vibrational temperatures, respectively, which
are calculated here �using the DFT bond length and vibra-
tional frequency of the O2 molecule� to be 1.99 K and 2238
K, consistent with the corresponding experimental values
�2.07 and 2230 K�.37 The factor 3 in the last term accounts
for the fact that one O2 molecule has two unpaired electrons,
and hence three different spin configurations, i.e., ↑↑, ↓↓, and
↑↓. ��O2

� �T , P0� calculated using this ab initio prescription
�Eq. �A6�� is tabulated in the last column of Table II.

It can be seen from Table II that the three approaches for
computing ��O2

� �T , P0� display similar results. The slight de-
viation of the results of the constant Cp method from those of
the other two at high temperatures is the result of the neglect
of the vibrational contribution to the Cp.
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